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Employment
Sept 2020– Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of Theoretical Economics, National

Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE).

Education
2020 Ph.D. in Economics, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., USA, (with distinction).

DISSERTATION: “Essays on Financial Intermediation and Macroeconomic Policy.”
2015 M.A. in Economics, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., USA.
2013 B.Sc. in Economics, National Research University Higher School of Economics, Moscow,

Russia, (with distinction).
THESIS: “Econometric Modeling of Macroeconomic Processes in the Modern Russian Economy.”

2013 B.Sc. in Economics and Finance, University of London International Programmes–
Academic direction of the London School of Economics (LSE), (First Class Honours
Degree).

Research
Working Papers

2020 “Dynamic Bank Capital Regulation and Optimal Macroprudential Policies in the Presence
of Non-Regulated Financial Intermediaries.”
I embed shadow banks, i.e. financial intermediaries without regulatory oversight, in a quantitative
general equilibrium model in which both regulated banks and shadow banks finance firms that
have production technologies with different riskiness. In the model, shadow banks 1) do not have
deposit insurance, 2) do not face capital regulation, and 3) have a relatively lower price of taking
risk compared with regulated banks. Limited liability and deposit insurance can lead regulated
banks to provide socially inefficient risky loans; this excessive risk-taking can be activated by
economic shocks that reduce the return on safer loans and can be prevented by higher bank
capital requirements at the cost of lower liquidity provision. I propose a novel channel that
additionally boosts excessive risk-taking incentives associated with migration of credit from
shadow banks toward regulated banks when the returns to safer projects are depressed. The
failure to account for the interaction between regulated banks and shadow banks does not only
underestimate the impact of business cycle shocks on Ramsey optimal capital requirements in a
range from 10 basis points to 1 percentage point, but may also lead to calling for increases in
capital requirements when a decrease would be warranted. I show that capital requirements
should also react to shocks that originate in the shadow banking sector even if these shocks
do not influence regulated banks directly. The results stress the importance of considering the
interactions of regulated banks and shadow banks for designing macroeconomic policies.
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2020 “A Static Capital Buffer is Hard To Beat.” (with Matthew Canzoneri, Behzad Diba, and
Luca Guerrieri)
We build a quantitatively relevant macroeconomic model with endogenous risk-taking. In our
model, deposit insurance and limited liability can lead banks to make risky loans that are socially
inefficient. This excessive risk-taking can be triggered by aggregate or sectoral shocks that
reduce the return on safer loans. Excessive risk-taking can be avoided by raising bank capital
requirements, but unnecessarily tight requirements lower welfare by limiting liquidity producing
bank deposits. Consequently, optimal capital requirements are dynamic (or state contingent).
We provide examples in which a Ramsey planner would raise capital requirements: (1) during a
downturn caused by a TFP shock; (2) during an expansion caused by an investment specific
shock; and (3) during an increase in market volatility that has little effect on the business
cycle. In practice, the economy is driven by a constellation of shocks, and the Ramsey policy is
probably beyond the policymaker’s ken; so, we also consider implementable policy rules. Some
rules can mimic the optimal policy rather well but are not robust to all the calibrations we
consider. Basel III guidance calls for increasing capital requirements when the credit to GDP
ratio rises, and relaxing them when it falls; this rule does not perform well. In fact, slightly
elevated static capital requirements generally do about as well as any implementable rule.

2015 “Exchange Rate Considerations for Inflation Targeting Policies in Resource-Rich
Economies.”
The paper develops a theoretical model of an open economy to examine the role of the exchange
rate for conducting inflation targeting policy. The model does not confirm the hypothesis of
optimality in meeting the inflation target only. The relative importance of the exchange rate in
the policy function and the parameter that characterizes the pass-through effect of the exchange
rate on inflation determine the conditions under which the central bank becomes constraint
in stabilizing inflation. On the empirical side, the paper presents a vector error-correction
model estimated on Russian monthly data 2002:1 – 2013:4 to study long-run (cointegrated)
relationships between inflation, output, exchange rate, real interest rate, and foreign reserves. I
find that depreciation/appreciation of the nominal effective exchange rate by 1% leads to an
increase/decrease in inflation by 0.44%. I provide evidence that a long-lasting importance of
the exchange rate in policy objectives was the main factor that prevented the Central Bank of
Russia to attain its stated inflation target.

Work in Progress
2016 “Social Value of Public Information under Asymmetric Precision of Private Signals:

Implications for Capital Flows.”
I extend the model of Morris and Shin (M&S, AER 2002), which features a game with continuous
actions, strategic complementarity, and dispersed information, to include two types of agents
that choose two actions for two fundamentals. Private signals about one fundamental are
equally precise across agents, while the precision of private signals about another fundamental
depends on the agent’s type. The theoretical results show that a higher relative dispersion of
private signals (asymmetry) weakens the threshold for the precision of the public information
(proposed by M&S) to be beneficial to welfare. Moreover, the share of information content
about fundamentals in the public signal is a more important determinant of welfare than a
strategic complementarity parameter. I characterize countries by their ability to generate precise
information about their economic outcomes, such that advanced economies can generate more
precise signals about the state of their economies compared with emerging market economies
(EMEs). I link the public signal to the VIX (implied volatility index) and relate the private
signals to the investor-specific knowledge about fundamentals. The results of the theoretical
model support the concerns of policymakers about excessive nature of capital inflows to EMEs.
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Teaching Experience
HSE, Faculty of Economic Sciences

Since 2020 Economic Theory (PhD), Research Project Seminar, Advanced Macroeconomics (Master’s),
Macroeconomics 1 (Bachelor’s).

Georgetown University, Department of Economics
Fall 2018 Instructor of a mini course on STATA, “ECON 121: Economic Statistics” (Undergraduate)

and “ECON 122: Econometrics” (Undergraduate).
Spring 2018 Teaching Assistant, “ECON 463: Theory of Financial Markets” (Undergraduate).

Fall 2017 Teaching Assistant, “ECON 554: Data Analysis” (Graduate).
Spring 2017 Teaching Assistant, “ECON 102: Intermediate Macroeconomics” (Undergraduate).

Fall 2016 Teaching Assistant, “ECON 552: Macroeconomics” (Graduate).
Spring 2016 Teaching Assistant, “ECON-466: Macroeconomic Policies and Institutions” (Undergradu-

ate).
Fall 2014 – 15 Teaching Assistant, “ECON-244: International Finance” (Undergraduate).

HSE, International College of Economics and Finance
2012–2013 Updating and developing course materials, “Econometrics (3rd year)” (Undergraduate).

Other Work Experience
Summer 2012 Intern, Derivative Settlement Group, Renaissance Capital, Moscow, Russia.

Honors, Awards & Fellowships
2013–2018 Georgetown University Graduate School Tuition Scholarship and Fellowship Stipend.

2017 Georgetown University Department of Economics Summer Research Fellowship.
2013 Best research paper in Economics among all graduate students at Higher School of

Economics.
1st place out of approximately 700 papers submitted.

2013, 2011 Best Academic Achievement in the University of London International Programme.
Around 40 awards out of 10,000 students all over the world.

2012–2013 “Oxford Russian Fund” Scholarship, (for academic excellence).
Awarded to 2 out of 150 students at ICEF.

2009 Winner of the All-Russian High School Olympiad in Economics.
More than 10,000 participants.

2007–2009 Three-time winner of the Russian President prize for supporting talented youth.
Designated for outstanding results in national and international competitions (awarded annually).

Referees
Professor Behzad Diba
Georgetown University
37th and O Streets, N.W.
Washington, DC 20057-1036
Æ +1-202-687-5682
� dibab@georgetown.edu

Professor Matthew Canzoneri
Georgetown University
37th and O Streets, N.W.
Washington, DC 20057-1036
Æ +1-202-687-5911
� canzonem@georgetown.edu

Dr. Luca Guerrieri
Deputy Associate Director,
Federal Reserve Board,
1800 K St NW, Washington DC
20006 Æ +1-202-452-2550
� luca.guerrieri@frb.gov
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